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This last Friday it became public record that FBI Director James Comey reopened the Hillary
Clinton email server investigation after repeatedly testifying before Congress and the world
up to last July that he’d closed the case, after in his words not ﬁnding suﬃcient evidence of
“any criminal wrongdoing” to indict her in spite of her four years as Secretary of State
egregiously breaching our national security:’
-committing obstruction of justice and willful tampering with evidence,
–deleting 30,000 emails after receiving a court subpoena constituting destruction of
evidence,
-not to mention repeatedly engaging in perjury before Congress and the FBI.

But obviously a federal investigation still in process in
late June never stopped Bill Clinton’s illegal ambush at the Phoenix airport of Comey’s boss
US Attorney General Loretta Lynch (image right) “clearing” the way for Hillary to proceed
without consequence to be anointed as the next US ﬁgurehead puppet president by the
ruling elite.
Because it’s so blatantly obvious to the entire world that Hillary is guilty as sin, Comey’s
whitewash didn’t go over well with either Americans or longtime FBI agents who reacted
angrily to Comey’s over-the-top corruption. Subsequently in recent months Comey has had
a virtual mutiny on his hands as in the FBI boss has lost all credibility, respect and moral
authority.
Former federal attorney for the District of Columbia Joe diGenova spelled it all out in a WMAL
radio interview last Friday just hours after the news was released that Comey had sent a
letter informing Congress that the case is being reopened. DiGenova said that with an open
revolt brewing inside the FBI, Comey was forced to go public on Friday with reopening the
investigation. The former DC attorney added that the FBI investigators discovered more
emails on a phone conﬁscated from the former New York Congressman and separated
husband Anthony Weiner that also included his wife and longtime Hillary’s right-hand
woman Huma Abedin’s communications that allegedly bear pertinent relevance to the
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Hillary case. Funny how things have a karmic way of coming full circle – the Clintons ﬁrst
introduced Weiner and Abedin 15 years ago and they married a half dozen years ago.
In a separate FBI investigation involving Weiner’s alleged sexting messages with a 15-year
old minor, the phone in question was handed over to the FBI. The investigating teams of
both the Weiner and Hillary cases compared notes and apparently additional emails not
already issued by WikiLeaks or already in FBI possession recently came to light on Weiner’s
phone. The legions of rank and ﬁle FBI agents were already fuming over Comey’s complete
ethical and legal lapses in his choice not to indict Hillary. Joe diGenova believes that FBI
personnel forced Comey’s hand to reopen the investigation after giving him the ultimatum
that if he failed to do so, the FBI deﬁantly would. According to diGenova, this latest plot twist
only proves that:
The original investigation was not thorough, and that it was an incompetent investigation.
Otherwise had a real investigation been conducted, that Weiner phone used by both
Anthony and Huma would have been picked up by the FBI and its contents thoroughly
scrutinized long before now.
In addition to stating the obvious, that the higher-up feds had already made the decision to
not consequence Hillary for her crimes, speculating on why that phone was not already
submitted to the FBI as evidence, the former DC attorney concluded:
There could be one explanation: Huma Abedin may have denied that any other
phone existed, and if she did, she committed a felony. She lied to the FBI just
like General Cartwright, and if she did, she’s dead meat, and Comey knows it,
and there’s nothing he can do about it.

Finally, diGenova dropped one more bombshell in Friday’s interview. An inside source has
revealed to him that the laptops belonging to key Clinton aides Cheryl Mills and Heather
Samuelson, both wrongly granted immunity, were not destroyed after all as previously
reported, but have been secretly kept intact by investigating FBI agents refusing to destroy
incriminating evidence as part of the in-house whitewash.
Additionally like their boss, Hillary’s aides also sent classiﬁed material using private servers.
On top of that, longtime aide Cheryl Mills on multiple occasions has perjured herself lying
under oath for the Clinton crime family, tasked with “cleaning up” (aka covering up) their
countless scandals over the past several decades. Indeed the whole Clinton entourage not
already “mysteriously” winding up in the growing Clinton dead pool are all unindicted
criminals protected by the corrosively corrupt DC cronyism where backroom deals (a la Bill’s
airport ambush) are brokered based on whatever dirt’s been gathered and used as
bargaining blackmail chips against all parties involved. That’s how the Washington crowd
stays immune from any and all accountability as well as stays alive. Violate that crime
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syndicate code of conduct and you lose your life as more recent victims earlier this year
have.

In a “leaked” memo to his FBI that surfaced
on Fox Friday night, Comey (image left) outlined his reasons for reopening the case in light
of the new information the director believes would have ultimately been leaked to
Congress and the public anyway. So in full damage control/CYA mode, the beleaguered
director now going public really had no choice in the matter. His underlings were chomping
at the bit to both out and oust him. In an obvious attempt to weakly claim some moral high
ground, Comey wrote in his memo:
I also think it would be misleading to the American people were we not to supplement the
record.
Though his leadership and character are perceived by the vast majority of both FBI
personnel as well as American citizens to presently lay in ruin as a pathetically shameful
stain and humiliating joke on both the FBI organization and Washington in general, James
Comey appears to be feebly attempting to save his own career and reputation for appearing
now to “come clean.”
But make no mistake, his moral turpitude displayed throughout this Hillary debacle from
early 2015 to now has over-exposed him as a lackey and potential fraud, so at this late
stage of the game, redemption is not even an option. But the criminal misconduct, rampant
corruption and diabolical evil committed by those at the highest puppet levels of federal
power, and especially the elite puppet masters controlling them, their sins produce far more
devastating consequences than this morally lacking man in the middle of this latest
controversy.
Because there is no way that the FBI will properly conclude this part 2 of the Hillary
investigation saga before the November 8 th election, Hillary and her Democrats are
predictably crying foul, demanding that the FBI immediately disclose what it has, which of
course is a moot point that won’t happen.
It seems highly unlikely that the email texts from Abedin and Weiner found on his phone
would not contain clear criminal evidence that implicates Hillary. Since Hillary was the
globalist choice after Obama was selected in 2008, it seems unlikely that the puppet
masters would not permit this latest development to even occur. But then perhaps the
ruling elite is pulling the plug on Hillary, concluding that she simply carries too much liability
baggage with her deteriorating health condition and never-ending scandals, maybe the
globalists are rethinking an alternative replacement like her obnoxiously aggressive VP
candidate, the Jesuit trained and educated Tim Kaine.
That said, there are some cynics who believe that this recent odd turn is a last ditch
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desperado attempt being staged to overturn Trump winning by a landslide. This conjectured
scenario goes something like this: a few days prior to election the FBI will once again “clear”
Hillary of all charges. This in turn would oﬀer her the last minute much needed boost being
able to cash in on her worn out persecution complex, plagued forever by her “right wing
conspiracy” theory against the “much maligned” woman of destiny.
In response to all her scandals, Hillary’s M.O. has always been to falsely blame some
villainous sinister force. This year it’s been Putin hacking into her emails, and Trump, Putin
and Assange colluding and plotting behind her back. She’s always been as paranoid as
Richard Nixon, attempting to deﬂect the heat she draws from her own lies by constantly
pointing ﬁngers to externalize blame onto others.
This latest sudden turn of events obviously has James Comey incurring the wrath of Hillary
Democrats as well as the Justice Department. By disclosing the reopened investigation so
close to the election date that undoubtedly casts some inﬂuence on the potential outcome,
Comey is defying his AG boss while clearly violating DOJ written policy. Lynch herself even
tried to quash Comey’s letter to Congress. But as diGenova alluded, by Comey’s own past
misdeeds (and those of his boss and Obama as well), the FBI director placed himself
between this rock and a hard place by his own slipshod, half-ass probe failing to acquire
Weiner’s phone the ﬁrst-time around.
The entire sordid aﬀair of this year’s totally rigged political election – pre-ﬁxed in Hillary’s
favor – blatantly reveals to America the gross misnomer of the US “justice” system being
two-tiered, one for elitist cabal bosses like Hillary and the other for the rest of us 99% no
longer protected in a totalitarian police state by our once rule of law the US Constitution.
Regardless of what happens in the future, the truth genie’s already been let out of the bag,
and for eyes open enough to see, it’s ﬂoating in the Washington cesspool of ﬁlth,
debauchery and deception regularly perpetrated by our “entrusted perps” we have as our
so called leaders.
Moreover, this year’s unending batches of Wiki-leaked DNC/Hillary emails and Project
Veritas undercover campaign videos conﬁrm that the entire US political as well as economic
system is morally and ﬁnancially bankrupt, irreparably broken and in need of complete
overhaul. Voter fraud and election fraud are rampant. Soros funded electronic voting
machines that are preprogrammed to vote for Hillary are operating in 16 key battleground
states. America’s internal house now is in total disarray, badly in need of a deep cleaning
purge like never before.
Mainstream media is strongly biased against Trump in its blind support for Hillary. As
Secretary of State she sold out our nation, placing us all on high security risk and under
foreign interest control at the hands of high rolling bidders so she and her fat cats can get
richer as fellow partners-in-crime from places like Saudi Arabia and Israel, destroying our
once sovereign country while aiding, abetting, ﬁnancing and supporting the global terrorists
around the world.
She helped create ISIS and plans world war against Russia, China and Iran.
The traitors in our government and their globalist puppet masters – the Rothschilds,
Rockefellers, the Bushes and Clintons all need to be rounded up, imprisoned and tried at
The Hague for both treason and their endless crimes against humanity.
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